Nowadays, seaports seek to achieve a better massification (massive transportation of containers) share of their hinterland transport by promoting rail and river connections in order to more rapidly evacuate increasing container traffic shipped by sea and to avoid landside congestion. The attractiveness of a seaport to shipping enterprises depends not only on its reliability and nautical qualities but also on its massified hinterland connection capacity. Contrary to what has been observed in Europe, the massification share of Le Havre seaport has stagnated in recent years. To overcome this situation, Le Havre Port Authority is putting into service a multimodal hub terminal linked only with massified modes. In this study, we focus on rail-rail transshipment of this new terminal, specifically on minimizing unproductive situations of cranes to improve crane productivity and to speed up freight train processing. To this end, an improving agent-based engineering strategy called the ''crane anti-collision strategy'' is proposed and tested using multi-method simulation software (Anylogic). In a numerical study, the simulation results reveal that our developed model is very satisfactory and outperforms other existing simulation models.
Introduction

General background
Over recent decades, containers have played a critical role in the sustainable development of supply chains. They represent a considerable technical asset and provide more advantages in terms of economic earnings and freight transshipment. Container traffic involved in international trade has a fastgrowing turnover, increasing from 50 million TEU (twenty feet equivalent unit) in 1985 to 680 million TEU in 2014. 1 This intensive growth of containerized flow can be explained by three major factors: free-trade, the shift of manufacturing to low-cost regions (offshoring and outsourcing), and the rapid development of industrial sectors, especially in economically strong and stable countries. Furthermore, this dramatic surge has led to an expansion of shipping lines accompanied by the deployment of new ocean-going ships with high transportation capacity (Maersk Triple-E).
Seaports have had to adapt to these constantly changing circumstances to stay competitive. In this regard, they have reformed their infrastructures, improved their service level, and expanded their freight capacities to their hinterland to avoid landside congestion. Indeed, evacuation of huge inbound container flow requires smooth elementary operations (transfer, transport, stacking) and a reliable and efficient port-hinterland connection. Some ports are mainly attracted to road-only transport, whereas others have sought to promote massified transport (trains and barges). In France, the road-only culture predominates. 2 However, it causes several negative effects, which include air pollution, noise, and road traffic congestion. Promoting a modal shift from road to less polluting transport modes (massified modes) is an alternative solution to reduce these bad effects. Besides, the European Union encourages environmentally friendly transport modes as part of a strategy that aims to improve energy efficiency and to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, 3 thus executing container transportation in an ecologically efficient way. 4 In addition, since recent times, the quality (environmental conditions) and the massification of door-to-door transport have become a core concern for seaports.
2,5
Problems under focus and current system drawbacks
In line with the strategic vision of green transport, the GPMH (Grand Port Maritime of Le Havre) plans to achieve a more attractive massification share of hinterland transport, which is currently much lower than that of its major competitors in the northern European range (ports from Le Havre to Hamburg). 6 For this purpose, the GPMH is putting into service a multimodal hub terminal with only massified hinterland links. This new terminal is equipped with a pure rail-rail transshipment yard where container movements between freight trains are processed by portal cranes spanning all tracks. In the modern rail-rail transshipment yard, there are two basic issues that must be addressed: crane interference and deadlock situation problems. 7 This paper proposes a novel approach to solve these problems.
The crane interference problem (yellow dashed line, Figure 1 ) arises when at least two cranes move on the same track along the yard to carry out adjacent tasks simultaneously on transport vectors. Since cranes maintain a minimum safety distance at all times, one must wait for the other to move away before it can finish its remaining jobs to avoid risky situations (interference). Hence, the more interference situations, the greater the waiting time of cranes (unproductive time). As illustrated in Figure 1 by the red dashed line (blocked move), the movement of crane A is blocked by the other crane operating between the start and the target position of crane A; also, crane A cannot reach its target position (the drop-off position of the container) because cranes cannot go beyond rail yard borders. In such a deadlock situation, a third piece of equipment is required to enable containers' moves from one crane area to another.
In the multimodal terminal (MMT), reach stackers carry out the exchange of containers between cranes areas when deadlock situations happen. Nevertheless, this solution has the following disadvantages.
It causes many crane working breaks to avoid interferences between cranes and reach stackers. This considerably extends the train processing time. It requires a real-time control system to coordinate cranes and reach stacker operations. It increases the overall costs (handling and equipment costs) and energy consumption. It mobilizes additional resources (reach stackers and drivers).
In addition, the rail-rail transshipment yard of the MMT is partitioned into two equal and fixed working areas, to each of which a single gantry crane is assigned. The main drawback of this policy is that whenever the pick-up and dropoff positions of a container fall into different crane areas, one crane must wait if this would lead to an interference situation.
In an earlier study by Leriche et al., 8 the authors introduced a set of handling rules with a spatial safety constraint for loading and unloading containers in the actual system of the MMT rail yard (reach stackers and fixed working areas of cranes). However, these rules cause poor scheduling of container movements since they give rise to several and additional waiting situations of cranes and thus reduce the cranes' productivity and extend the cranes' maximum processing time.
This paper addresses the crane interference and the deadlock situation problems, and proposes an improved approach to overcome the drawbacks of the actual system of the MMT rail yard and the models of Leriche et al. 8 The paper focuses especially on the minimization of unproductive times and moves caused by the discussed problems, to speed up container processing and to enhance crane productivity at the MMT rail yard. In this way, we designed an agent-based engineering strategy called the ''crane anticollision strategy.'' In this strategy the behavior of cranes is modeled as a situations-actions format, which is governed by a new partition mechanism of the rail yard that eliminates the usage of reach stackers, allowing each crane to adapt the working area to its needs and to mark its private space. This enables cranes to pick out a feasible job and postpone a temporarily unreachable one in order to minimize waiting time. The strategy also includes a multiagent cooperation and collaboration process that helps cranes to accomplish specific jobs and to reduce deadlock situations. In a comprehensive computational study, the simulation model of the strategy is evaluated and compared to the actual system and the other developed models of Leriche et al. 8 The obtained results show that the proposed model is very successful in significantly reducing unproductive times and moves, minimizing the turnaround times of freight trains and achieving better operational efficiency.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief literature review. Section 3 describes the case study. Section 4 elaborates the design of the proposed multi-agent-based approach, the ''crane anti-collision strategy.'' The process of implementation and verification of the model is presented in Section 5. This is followed in Section 6 by simulation results and the evaluation of our approach. The last section summarizes this paper and highlights future works.
Literature review
A container terminal is a dynamic and distributed system where containers are received from multiple modes of transportation (road, rail, air, and water) are subjected to a set of handling operations (transfer, transport, stacking) executed by various types of internal equipment (crane, straddle carrier, reach stacker, automated guide vehicle (AGV), shuttle, etc.), to be delivered on time to their outgoing mode to reach their final destinations. Literature reviews on container terminal operations are given by Steenken et al., 9 Günther and Kim, 10 and Stahlbock and Voß, 11 and are not detailed in depth here. A classification of rail-rail transshipment yards is given by Boysen et al. 7 The literature is full of studies addressing rail yard problems. Containers' positions on trains problem is treated by Corry and Kozan 12,13 using mathematical models. The authors developed heuristics to determine the optimum placement of containers on trains that minimizes crane moves. Heuristic algorithms to obtain good solutions to the train location problem are provided by Kellner et al. 14 This problem can be subdivided into two sub-problems: the train-to-track assignment problem and the train parking position problem. Train handling and scheduling problems are investigated by Boysen et al. 15, 16 in an attempt to avoid as much as possible double handling of containers. This problem concerns the succession of trains and in which pulse each train can be served. A review of container processing in rail yards is presented by Boysen et al. 17 This paper deals with crane problems in the rail yard. Much research in recent years has addressed the crane interference problem with various mathematical models based on non-crossing constraints, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] but despite this, little attention has been paid to cranes in rail yards. Surveys of these works are presented by Bierwirth and Meisel. 24, 25 As far as we know, the only paper focusing at the same time on crane interference and deadlock situation problems is Boysen et al. 7 In the paper, the authors used a dynamic programming approach to determine freeinterference crane areas in rail-rail transshipment yards that include a sorting system, which enables container exchanges between crane areas. However, in the majority of these cited works, only the deterministic version (without randomness) of the discussed problems is considered, that is, the reviewed mathematical models are deterministic. However, in reality, it is very rare that the parameter values are known with certainty, thus a stochastic model must be used. Besides, without randomness in a model, only one scenario is evaluated even if there are several replications. Moreover, when the studied system (like in our case: the rail-rail transshipment system) has a nonlinear behavior with uncertain parameter values that influence each other, the definition of the mathematical model itself becomes a difficult task. 26 Multi-agent-based simulation is an alternative approach to overcome the limitations of mathematical models. 27 In addition, Henesey 28 reported that multi-agent systems (MASs) seem to be a promising technique for simulating container terminal operations.
The MAS is a powerful method that reduces the degree of problem complexity. Indeed, a large-scale and complex system can be decomposed into a few smaller and manageable organizations with several interacting agents, thus simplifying the problem, and allows flexible and robust models to be built. 29 Agents are able to act through their behaviors to achieve specific goals. Likewise, they are autonomous and sociable; they can communicate, negotiate, and collaborate with each other, and even learn from their experiences or make decisions, in order to solve efficiently a given problem. According to Garro and Russo, 30 solving with a MAS is an outstanding and powerful method acknowledged for its ease of implementation and its ability to provide an individual and collective description of a system that is closer to reality and thus leads to a thorough understanding of the system's behavior. On the other hand, the simulation is known as a suitable means for complex and uncertain systems. 31 The simulation makes it easy to incorporate the randomness and variations in the developed model, and then test and evaluate the model with different scenarios. Moreover, it offers the modeler the possibility to check whether the designed model has the expected behavior.
Multi-agent-based simulation is widely used for various purposes in container terminal literature. It is applied in solving problems in scheduling, 32, 33 risk management, 34 management systems, 35, 36 performance evaluation, 28, 37 etc. Unfortunately, papers addressing in detail crane interference and deadlock situation problems with multi-agentbased simulation are still lacking. Fotuhi et al. 38 modeled yard cranes as reinforcement learning agents and used safety spacing to guarantee collision avoidance. The main drawback of this paper is that waiting situations that could occur between the pick-up and drop-off task of a job are not avoided, and this can be done to save time. So far, Zhang and Hammad 39 is the only paper addressing the discussed problems in depth with multi-agent-based simulation, but for cranes on construction sites.
The present paper aims to partially fill this existing gap in the literature. Most notably, to the best of our knowledge, the paper in hand is the first study to tackle in depth crane interference and deadlock situation problems in railrail transshipment yards, using a stochastic simulation model based on a MAS.
Case study description
The multimodal terminal
The MMT of Le Havre is an industrial massification system with two external interfaces (landside and waterside) that acts as a concentration point between the maritime terminals and the GPMH massified hinterland network ( Figure 2 ). It provides a river connection to maritime terminals that do not include a river connection from the beginning (Port 2000: Terminal De France (TDF), Terminal Porte Océane (TPO), and Terminal de Normandie (TNMSC); see Figure 2 ). A rail shuttle system takes charge of the distribution of export containers at maritime terminals (MTs) and the delivery of import containers to the MMT. This transfer is seen as a key performance indicator of the GPMH. 40 The MMT can deal with 200,000 containers per year. It includes two operating areas (rail and river) and a receipt beam (see Table 1 for more information). The receipt beam is equipped with eight electrified railways for receiving mainline trains and rail shuttles if there are no free tracks at an operating area. The fluvial yard is the area where containers are loaded onto barges and unloaded off them. It is composed of a quay 400 meters in length split into two berths, four tracks under two handling gantry cranes, and a temporary storage space. The rail yard is sized for a maximum of eight freight trains (mainline train and rail shuttles) and is divided into two working areas. It includes two gantry cranes spanning all tracks and two buffers with a storage capacity of more than 1000 TEU and allows the possibility of direct departure of mainline trains. In this yard, operations on shuttles are favored because shuttles have a short processing-time window. This paper focuses on the rail yard. The economic and strategic interest of the MMT was investigated in a prospective study by Leriche et al. 8 
Rail yard operations
As soon as an incoming freight train has nearly arrived at the MMT landside border, a set of steps with several operations is started. In the first place, the resource allocation step is carried out. Here, the order of execution of operations varies depending on the freight train type (mainline train or shuttle). In the case of a mainline train, two railways are reserved, one at the receipt beam and another at the rail yard, and a traction unit (shunter) is allocated, due to the fact that mainline trains arrive directly at the receipt beam to be decoupled from their electric locomotives. For a shuttle, however, only a railway at a rail yard is assigned. In this study, train-to-track assignment at the rail yard was based on a priority coefficient proposed and discussed by Leriche et al., 8 and at the receipt beam was ruled by a FITFT (First-In-Train to First-Free-Track) policy. Moreover, each freight train's parking position at the rail yard is determined in an attempt to achieve a better workload balance between gantry cranes.
In the second step, handling operations are planned. This starts with assigning a processing order to the incoming freight train; as a rule of thumb, the rail shuttle with the most urgent outgoing date is treated first and if there are no shuttles at the rail yard, the same rule is applied to mainline trains. Then a list of containers to be unloaded and their positions on the train and another list of containers to be loaded and their locations in the MMT are established (a container's location in the MMT can be changed during the handling operation; it is automatically updated). Moreover, containers on mainline trains are intended for many shuttles, likewise containers on shuttles are intended for several mainline trains, and both the shuttles and the mainline trains are sorted. Generally, as long as there is a vacant position, a shuttle gathers export containers to be supplied to its MT by favoring those with urgent delivery dates and leaves the MMT as soon as its deadline expires even if there are more containers to transfer (in this study, we used the planified mode introduced by Benghalia et al. 40 to serve shuttles). Mainline trains, on the other hand, come into the MMT early in the morning and leave it when they have received their entire import container. This step ends with sending the designed plan to the cranes.
After arriving at the receipt beam, mainline trains are decoupled from their electric locomotives; thereafter, they are coupled to their allocated traction unit and then transferred to the rail yard, unlike shuttles that arrive directly at the rail yard. Once a freight train's wagons are on the assigned track, the traction unit is decoupled and goes back to the receipt beam. Meanwhile, the gantry cranes carry out jobs (note that a job is the handling of a container from a given area on a transport vector and is composed of two tasks: a pick-up task and then a drop-off task) and once the handling operations of a train have been completed, the departure operations step is executed. It consists of calling a traction unit either to help mainline train wagons to reach the electrified area (the right end of the rail yard) or to transfer shuttle wagons to their MT. Finally, when the cranes finish working, each one returns to its initial position and stands by for upcoming jobs.
Existing solutions for the discussed problems
When the handling of a container leads to a deadlock situation, a reach stacker comes and picks up the container then moves to the other crane area to put the container in its dedicated stack. Afterwards, the concerned crane takes the container to its drop-off position. This is a double handling move of containers performed by two different types of equipment (a reach stacker and a crane). When a reach stacker is lifting or putting a container, neither crane can cross over it and they keep a safe spacing until the work finishes, because interferences could occur. To avoid interferences, cranes must wait, and this increases the total waiting times of cranes.
With regard to the crane interference problem in the MMT rail yard, Leriche et al. 8 proposed three handling rules with a safety constraint (safety distance) to process container transshipment between freight trains. The first one, called the left-to-left rule, proceeds through a unidirectional handling by each crane. Thereby, the left-hand crane starts by picking up the leftmost container and putting it on the leftmost empty wagon (or on the buffer place). The second crane proceeds by handling the rightmost containers. The second rule (less distance rule) is a greedy handling policy that picks up the closest container in each movement and puts it on the closest empty wagon (or buffer place). The third rule proceeds by handling the closest container but in a fixed direction. Thereby, crane movements are operated without come back. When a crane arrives at the middle, it takes the other direction. As explained above, these solutions have many drawbacks (see Section 1.2); in particular, they give rise to several waiting situations of cranes. For the sake of minimizing the occurrence of these unproductive situations, an improving approach is presented in the next section.
Crane anti-collision strategy
The first part of this section describes the proposed configuration of the rail yard's working area, and the second one focuses on the manipulation process of the working area and crane behavior.
System architecture
A zone is a reserved crane space that has several characteristics and is determined by one or two delimiters and labeled according to its nature and to its specific role. Figure 3 presents our system architecture components. The diversity of the system zones helps cranes to pick out feasible jobs.
Dynamic zones are characterized by a variable length in time and by a fixed width (the width is the vertical border of the zone). This dynamic is an essential element of the proposed agent strategy. We divided the rail yard Z Ã ð Þ into two dynamic operating zones separated by a delimiter named the ''dynamic separator (S)'' (the vertical line in the middle of the rail yard; Figure 3 ). The right-hand operating zone Z A ð Þ is attached to gantry crane A and the lefthand one Z B ð Þ to gantry crane B. Whenever the dynamic separator is moved horizontally, one operating zone is enlarged while the other is narrowed. In addition, only one crane can manipulate the separator at any given time. To have control over it, cranes need to ask permission from a mediator agent. Then this agent checks the separator's state and replies with either an acceptance message if it is free or with a waiting request if it is in use, and once it becomes available again, the mediator informs the concerned crane (note that the crane does not stop working). We can express these described elements with the following formulas:
With the aim of indicating where an operating zone can be extended, we subdivide each operating zone into two sub-zones. The first one is an accessible zone Z + h À Á for both cranes and the second one is private zones Z À h À Á that are accessible for one crane and inaccessible for the other, respectively. In other words, a crane can go into the accessible zone of the other if that is allowed, but it never enters the private space of the other, because the separator can only be manipulated into the union of the two accessible zones (a strong constraint (6)). The dimension of an accessible zone is determined by its security barrier D h ð Þ (the orange vertical line in Figure 3 ) and by the dynamic separator, and that of the private zone is delimited only by its security barrier. Furthermore, the private zone is a nonzero area, while the accessible zone could be null if its security barrier and dynamic separator are superposed.
Each private zone includes a security zone Z . The security zone is an area of fixed size; that is, its length never changes and is equal to half of the safety distance (distance d). It is located at the private zone boundary delimited by the security barrier and follows the motion of the crane to which it is attached. In addition, this zone is used to keep a minimum spacing between cranes and delimiters. Secondly, the warning zone inherits the characteristics of the accessible zone but its length does not exceed the distance d and shares the same delimiter with the security zone. Its role is to maintain respect to the separator's constraint (6) . Therefore, a crane never moves into the warning zone of the other crane and, thus, its security barrier cannot outpass the dynamic separator; however, all delimiters can be manipulated in warning zones (see the example illustrated in Figure 4 ). Crane A seeks to move toward a position in the warning zone of crane B to process its task. Firstly, crane A must reposition the dynamic separator and its security barrier; as a result of that, both security zones are intersected and then the safety distance is not respected. In brief, these two discussed zones indicate collision-free spaces. We can formulate these described entities and the relationships existing between them as follows:
The rail yard comprises two buffers (north and south) that accumulate temporarily containers whose freight train has not yet arrived at the yard. They are divided by the separator into two identical parts that always keep the same size. In addition, to eliminate the additional time and cost consumption by reach stackers and to reduce the risk that cranes will have to stop working, we propose to distinguish in each part a set of vertically aligned stacks that are adjacent to the separator as buffers of exchanges ( Figure  3 ). Each buffer of exchanges has a set of three stacks characterized by three indices that define their location, namely k (buffer index), l (line index), and c (column index). These buffers are used by cranes to simplify jobs performed collaboratively between them and also the exchange of containers between rail yard areas. For example, when the pick-up and drop-off positions of a container fall into different operating zones and the crane that will handle this container cannot perform the entire job because the drop-off position is unreachable (see the red dashed line in Figure 5 ). The proposed solution to this blocked move problem is a double handling of containers performed by both cranes using a buffer of exchanges. Firstly, the crane (crane B) picks up the container, puts it in a buffer of exchanges of the other crane (crane A), and asks it (crane B asks crane A) to move the container to its dropoff position (see the green dashed line in Figure 5 ). This series of actions is called a ''collaborative job.'' With this proposed solution there is no need for reach stackers to enable containers' moves between both operating zones of cranes; cranes will do it by themselves (see Situation 5 in the next part of this section). Buffers of exchanges are represented by the following:
Respecting all defined constraints is necessary for the proper functioning of the agent strategy. A constraint cannot be replaced by another one because each constraint has a specific role in the system, that is, there are no redundant constraints in the system. Constraints from (2) to (5) are called constraints of zones, and (6) and (7) are constraints of delimiters. 
Manipulation of zones and the collaboration between gantry cranes
Before moving, cranes arrange their operating zones with full respect to the system components' constraints. These constraints are summarized by a single constraint, which is defined according to the next crane movement (see the Appendix). It is known that a crane moves from its starting position to its target position to pick up or drop off a container, so this new constraint obliges each crane to ensure that its target position could belong to the area designated as the difference between its private zone and its security zone before performing the job; otherwise, it tackles the next job (note that start positions already satisfy the constraint, see Figures 3 and 4) . We call this constraint a ''motion constraint'' and it is formulated in the following manner:
P c crane h : start position, where crane h is situated before starting a new handling task. P f crane h : target position, where crane h is going to perform a given task. It could be situated in any zone of the rail yard.
The verification of this constraint and the manipulation of the working area are done through the management process described in Figure 6 . This process is a critical resource that must be used exclusively by a single crane at any given time. This is because the cranes are implemented as threads and they cannot manipulate the working area at the same time in order to avoid dysfunctional situations (mutual exclusion problem). Moreover, when multiple threads are run, the access to common resources must be controlled (each one on its turn). As can be seen from Figure 7 , the concurrency control is essential to develop a robust simulation model that works regardless of the interleaving of thread execution. When a thread (a crane) enters the block, it locks access to the management process and no one can use it until the thread unlocks it (when the thread ends the execution of the process). This process consists of four steps detailed below.
STEP I. Next handling job: freight trains are parked at the rail yard in such a way as to have nearly the same number of containers in both operating zones in an attempt to achieve a better workload balance between gantry cranes. The cranes process all parked freight trains in parallel and determine the next container to handle and its future location by following three rules.
1. Unload then load the train with the highest processing order. 2. Choose the nearest container with an urgent delivery date and drop it off at the nearest location. Note that all containers to be unloaded from and loaded onto freight trains are in a common list used by both cranes. The question that may arise here is why each crane does not have its own jobs list. A crane may finish working and the other still has jobs to perform. The crane that has no job must carry out some remaining jobs of the other (to speed up container processing), so the jobs list of the crane that is still working becomes a common jobs list. That is why from the beginning there is only one jobs list for both cranes but they must follow the three rules. 3. The crane should carry out tasks in its own operating zone, and if there is no container to handle or no vacant position then it should look in the other zone.
STEP II. Target position of the gantry crane: the gantry crane's target position is used to determine the new locations and dimensions of all concerned components of our system (see STEP IV) before each container move. This position depends on the selected container and the direction that will be taken to handle it, so two situations are distinguished: (1) the pickup position is between the dropoff position and the security barrier of the crane, that is, P dropOff 4 P pickUp 4 P D h (see Figure 8) ; (2) the drop-off position is between the pick-up position and the security barrier, that is,P pickUp 4 P dropOff 4 P D h (see Figure 9 ). It must be noted that the distance separating the future destination of a crane and its security barrier always equals its security zone.
In the first situation, the crane takes the container's pick-up position as its target position and uses it to check the motion constraint (9); then, if the task is achievable, the zones will be adapted to carry it out (see the left-hand side of Figure 8 ). In this situation, the direction of crane A is left-to-right, whereas the direction of crane B is right-toleft. Afterwards, the crane reorganizes its zones according to the container's drop-off position without checking the constraint (see the next move after pick-up in Figure 8 ). This position is complying with the motion constraint (see Situation 3 below), since it is already covered by the private zone designed to pick up the container (red dashed line in Figure 8 ).
In the second situation (Figure 9 ), the crane chooses the container's drop-off position as its target position and examines its compliance with the motion constraint (9) before moving to the pick-up position. If it is authorized (the constraint is satisfied), the crane performs the job (crane A moves from right to left while crane B moves in the reverse direction). In other words, when a crane lifts a container, it must carry it to its future location. However, according to our agent strategy the pick-up task can be authorized, but it is possible that the drop-off position of the container does not comply with the motion constraint, because the other crane could come nearer to or exceeds this drop-off position. Thus, if the crane performs the pickup task, it must wait until the drop-off task is reachable (unproductive situation emerges). That is why the cranes check the feasibility of each task of a job. Note that here the working area will be adjusted only once during the execution of the job (red dashed line in Figure 9 ), contrary to the first situation where this is done twice. Figure 10 summarizes this step.
STEP III. Checking of the motion constraint (9): this step details all possible situations and their appropriate actions that aim to maintain compliance with the motion constraint. In other words, it describes the cranes' behavior code in a situation-actions format. In addition, each situation has one or a set of cases described using the following notation.
h and h 0 : two indices, where h, h 0 2 A, B f g. N.B: if h = A, then h 0 = B. P i : the position of entity i. P c : the start position of crane h. P f : the target position of crane h. g : C ! boolean: an application that returns a Boolean. It is true if the separator is allocated to crane C, and false in the opposite case (see the first part of this section). distance : P, P 0 ! D: an application that returns the distance between two points. op : crane h ! task: an application that returns the current task of crane h. atInit : Z ! Z t0 : an application that returns the zone Z at initialization. J: the jobs list.
Situation 1: the target position of crane h, which usually belongs to the operating zone of crane h, is now temporarily situated in the operating zone of crane h
Á . Details and actions: the manipulation of the working area by the other gantry crane caused this temporarily situation; note that the dynamic separator is actually in use. Since operating zones will return later to their normal state Z h = Z h 0 ð Þ , the crane skips the job and moves to another one.
Situation 2: the target position of crane h is situated either in the accessible zone of crane h or in its security zone P c 2 Z
: the distance between the target position and the dynamic separator is greater than or equal to distance d.
Details and actions: in this case, the motion constraint is respected (distance(P f , P S 5 d)). To be able to move, crane h must push away its security barrier. When distance(P f , P S ) = d, the accessible zone of crane h will take a null value and both delimiters (S and D h ) will be superposed.
Case 2 (P f 2 Z s h^d istance(P f , P S 5 d)): the target position belongs to the security zone of crane h.
Details and actions: we have mentioned above that cranes should maintain a distance greater than or equal to d from their security barriers. Therefore, crane h does the same action as described in the previous case.
the distance between the dynamic separator and the target position is less than d.
Details and actions: crane h must move the dynamic separator into the operating zone of crane h 0 to comply with the motion constraint. This action is feasible because the dynamic separator is allocated to crane h and can be repositioned in the accessible zone of crane h
In addition, when distance(P f , P D h 0 ) = d, both security zones will be juxtaposed; that is, all delimiters will be superposed.
: the target position is not reachable for crane h. Details and actions: reorganizing the crane's zones according to this target position will lead to an intersection between security zones and then a risky situation could emerge (see the illustrative example in Figure 4 ). Hence, crane h postpones the job and takes another one. Moreover, when Z 
crane h cannot perform the entire job but the buffer of exchanges is accessible.
Details and actions: crane h must carry a container to its future location, but is unable to do so (inaccessible zone). To remedy this problem, crane h uses a buffer of exchanges. Firstly, the container will be stacked temporarily in a buffer of exchanges situated in the other operating zone. Then, crane h will send a help request to the other to come and deal with it (NEED_HELP_TO_DROP_ OFF). In addition, crane h can reach these buffers of exchanges, due to the fact that the separator is available and distance(P be h 0 , P D h 0 ) 5 d. It is important to mention that crane h never makes a drop-off request for a container that does not belong to its initial operating zone, that is, thecontainer 6 2 atInit(Z h )). If this is the case, the job is skipped. A drop-off request is sent only if the following applies.
-Crane h' is always operating between the pick-up and the drop-off position of the container of crane h. In other words, crane h will try to carry out the entire job by itself (the pick-up and the drop-off moves), because the drop-off position can be temporarily unreachable, thus crane h postpones the job and carries out another one. Afterwards, it attempts to perform the postponed job (to minimize the double handing move). However, after several attempts (five times), the drop-off position is still unreachable, then crane h will ask the help of crane h'. -Or, the container has an urgent delivery date.
Case 2 (op(crane
conversely to the previous case, crane h cannot move to the buffer of exchanges. Details and actions: the buffer of exchanges is currently either in the private zone or in the warning zone of crane h 0 , so a risky situation could arise (see situation 2, Case 4).
Case 3 (op(crane h ) = pickUp ): crane h cannot pick up the container.
Details and actions: likewise, in Case 1, to pick up the container, crane h needs to contact the other. A helping request is sent then to crane h' indicating the needed container (NEED_HELP_TO_PICK_UP). Crane h looks for a feasible job in the common list while waiting for its request reply. The request is received by the listening behavior of crane h', which immediately treats the request (there is no time-out condition). The reply will be either an acceptation (WILL_HELP_TO_PICK_UP) or a renunciation (CONTAINER_WILL_BE_HANDLED). The first reply means that the container will be put in a buffer of exchanges (of the asking crane). Here, cranes will prioritize their actions into their workflow according to the delivery date of the container (see the next paragraph). The second response informs crane h to give up the container, because crane h' will handle it in its operating zone (crane h' has found a vacant position in its zone to drop off the container).
As explained above, a collaborative job helps cranes to avoid as much as possible deadlock situations (except the deadlock situation in which both cranes cannot move, see Situation 7 below). Each task of this job is executed by a different crane. When a collaborative job is created, its execution will be prioritized according to the delivery date of the container as follows.
-The container has an urgent delivery date: the collaborative job becomes then a priority for cranes, but any current job must be finished first. Besides, when a crane ends its job while the current job of the other is in progress, the crane must therefore wait for the other until it finishes. Before starting, the crane that will execute the drop-off task (the second handling move) must be in a non-blocking position near to the buffer of exchanges where the container will be stored (i.e., a non-blocking position is the position that is exactly at 2d from the buffer). This position allows the other crane to perform the pick-up task (the first handling move) without being blocked during the process (i.e., the buffer of exchanges is accessible to this crane because the motion constraint is satisfied). When the crane with the dropoff task moves to its non-blocking position, the other starts the collaborative job to bring the container to the buffer. Moreover, the working area must be first adjusted according to the future position of each crane (see STEP IV). These directives aim to avoid additional unproductive situations (waiting or deadlock) and to perform the job more rapidly. -Otherwise, the collaborative job is inserted as a normal job in a suitable position in the common jobs list, just after all containers with urgent delivery dates.
Situation 6: the separator dynamic is in use (g(crane h ) = false).
Details and actions: the job requires the usage of the separator, but it is currently in use, so crane h looks for another job pending the release of the separator.
Situation 7: crane h has no reachable jobs (op(crane h ) = none:^J 6 ¼ [).
Details and actions: crane h has other jobs to perform, but none of them complies with the motion constraint. If crane h is on the territory of crane h', it comes back to its own operating zone at initialization, informs the mediator and stays motionless. This situation could be unblocked when crane h' moves away and a job is reachable again. However, when both cranes are in the same situation, the mediator agent takes it in hand. This blocking situation emerges when each crane wants to drop off a container beyond the other at the same time; in addition, each crane cannot put the container in the buffer of exchanges of the other in order to send a drop-off request (see Situation 5, cases 1 and 2 above). According to our analysis of the system, this situation is the only blocking situation that may occur, and this finding is confirmed by multiple simulation runs. In addition, the simulation showed us that this situation of mutual blocking has a very low occurrence. The mediator agent finds a solution to unblock the situation in an efficient way using first-in, first-out (FIFO) policy, that is, the first crane in the blocking situation must be the first out crane from this blocking situation. The mediator has a larger field of vision than all cranes, it orders the last-in crane to move to its non-blocking position, afterwards the first-in crane moves and starts the job, and when it finishes, it moves away to allow the other to perform its job. Nevertheless, if an unexpected situation of mutual blocking occurs while the model is running and only the described solution is implemented, the anti-collision strategy will not work properly. Therefore, a general solution must be defined to this problem. The general solution is finding out which crane can move in order to unblock the other without crossing rail yard borders. Firstly, the mediator checks if the last-in crane can go beyond the target position of the first-in crane. Otherwise, it is the first-in crane that must go beyond the other's target position.
STEP IV. Adjustment of zones: the last step of the synchronized process is the adjustment of zones. To apply changes on zones comprising its operating zone, the crane determines the new position of its security barrier using the formula P D h = P f crane h 6d and then deduces the dimension and location of each zone. To enlarge or reduce an operating zone, the crane calculates the new location of the dynamic separator with P S = P f crane h 6d; next, each operating zone dimension is determined and the concerned components by this change are then adjusted with the first formula. It must be noted that the y coordinate of each system architecture element is a constant (see Figure 3) .
Model implementation and verification
Model implementation
The simulation platform Anylogic was used to implement the proposed method. Anylogic is a multi-method simulator based on Java with a graphical interface, equipped with an easy and rich toolbox that helps users to quickly model and analyze their field of study at the desired level of detail (supply chain, business processes, healthcare, etc.). It allows users to combine diverse simulation techniques (agent-based simulation, discrete-event simulation, and system dynamics) and to reduce the development time and cost and it supports external Java packages. The tools of Anylogic used in this work are the two-dimensional (2D)/ three-dimensional (3D) visualization window, 3D objects, space markup elements, geometric shapes, analysis charts and graph, the graphical user interface (GUI) control elements, the state chart, the Process Modeling library, the Rail library, the Agent library (dynamic creation and destruction, connections and communication, mobility and spatial animation, etc.), Java classes and interfaces, and Experiments (Compare runs and simulation). Figure 11 shows how we simulate the workflow of the rail yard. As soon as an incoming freight train arrived at the MMT, the planner agent starts out the receipt operations. It assigns an identifier and allocates needed resources (shunter and railways) to the incoming freight train. Then, the agent designs an operating plan and sends it to the gantry cranes. Once handling operations on a train are achieved, the planner agent executes departure operations. It consists of calling a traction unit either to help mainline train wagons to reach the electrified area (right end of the rail yard) and then leave the MMT or to transfer shuttle wagons to their maritime terminal. Table 2 exposes the basic data used to generate containers, to create mainline trains, and to deploy rail shuttles. This basic data was collected from documents provided by Le Havre Port Authority. The rail yard can receive a daily average of 317 containers ( x) with a standard deviation of 40 (s). There are equal numbers of imports and exports, but the forty-foot equivalent unit (FEU) containers are the majority (60%). The number of mainline trains varies according to the received (export) and evacuated containers flow (import); if the total number of imports (respectively, exports) is greater than 160 per day the number of trains is five, otherwise, it is four. In addition, the mean number of containers transported per mainline train is 35 with a standard deviation of six and the containers are distributed on a variable number of rail cars (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) . Regarding rail shuttles, there is only one for each maritime terminal, except for the TDF, where it may be two or three (if there is a huge number of containers to be transported), because the TDF is the origin or destination of half of all-day containers. The length of a rail shuttle is between 15 and 30 railcars. It must be noted that containers are distributed randomly on the railcars of a freight train. The datasets generated for five working days are shown in Tables 3 and 4.
Dataset of models
Model verification
Model verification is a necessary and important step whose aims are to ensure that models are reasonable, logical, and properly implemented and reflect the expected behavior as accurately as possible. 27, 41 It permits managers and industrialists to trust the model simulation results. In this study, we carried out two verifications: firstly, the verification of model implementation using log files and two features of Anylogic, namely Anylogic debugger and 3D animation window. The log files enabled us to trace the sequence of the executed actions while the model was running in order to locate and address any dysfunctions. Secondly, the verification of the model's organizational performance consists of comparing some organizational indicators collected from simulation models to MMT tolerated indicator values to check whether the proposed model is realistic. Performance indicators are relevant information for measuring the success of an organization's critical activities. We used the following indicators (Table  5) : number of handlings per container; average handling time per container; and rate of on-time delivery of export containers to MTs. In fact, at the MMT, the average handling time per container is at most 3 minutes, which includes the pick-up and drop-off operation time (see Table 1 ) in addition to the crane movement time during a job, which could reach 1 minute. The number of handlings per container is less than or equal to two; that is, a container is handled at most twice. The rate of on-time delivery of containers must be equal to 100% due to the fact that the planified mode 40 was used in this study. The organizational indicators shown in Table 5 demonstrate the success of our simulation model in all involved working days. The model is very satisfactory in terms of meeting export container delivery deadlines and handling operation organizational indicators.
Validation formula of the agent strategy
We propose to subject all executed tasks to a time-space validation formula for the sake of proving and confirming that the motion constraint and all defined rules and actions enable cranes to maintain safety spacing between them. In addition, this formula enabled us to capture other situation-actions that should be added to the cranes' behavior code. Take T = f1, 2, 3, . . . , ng, the set of n executed non-preemptive tasks where each task is performed by a single crane. All tasks are processed in interference-free spaces if and only if, for any k, j 2 T that have their designed private zones intersect, they are executed separately in time by different cranes. The formula is given as follows:
8 k, j 2 T , and
I j : crane that ensures the execution of task j. Z À j : private zone designed by the crane to execute task j. E j : task execution time, where E j . 0. S j : task starting date, where S j 5 0. F j : task finishing date, where F j = S j + E j . Figure 12 gives a generic example to show how the validation of all tasks was done. Tasks j and l are performed by crane A and tasks k and m by crane B. Tasks j and k are processed in almost the same period but there is no interference between private zones, unlike in the other tasks (m and l), although there is interference between private zones but this does not imply that safety spacing is not respected, because the tasks are executed separately in time. All verified couple of tasks must fall into one of the two described situations (j and k or m and l) to say that the safety spacing was respected during the simulation. In our simulation runs, all verified couple of tasks satisfied the validation formula. After the verification of tasks the following conclusion is drawn: using the motion constraint is sufficient to respect the constraints of zones (2)- (5), and the constraints of delimiters (6) and (7).
Simulation results and comparison
The effectiveness and capability of our agent-based engineering strategy are investigated, evaluated and, compared to the models of Leriche et al. 8 that use the actual system of the MMT rail yard (see Sections 1.2 and 3.3).
In the first part of this section, we describe the simulation settings. In the second part, the number of replications run for each simulation model is displayed. In the third part, we report simulations outputs of the day with a higher utilization of the rail yard (Day 1; Tables 3 and 4 ). In the final part, we compare our model with the less distance rule model, which is the best rule model described by Leriche et al. 8 and we discuss the results for the purpose of pointing out which of these models: minimizes the mutual waiting times of cranes significantly; provides the shortest service time of cranes; presents the lowest buffer usage; gives the best workload balance between cranes; achieves better crane productivity.
Simulation settings
All simulation models were run using the generated dataset and the simulation parameters displayed in Table 6 . The simulation of the rail yard involved several working days.
According to data collected from documents provided by Le Havre Port Authority, the service period of each Figure 2 ). Rail shuttles start arriving to the MMT at 11:00 see (see Table 2 ), and the time that each one takes to travel from a maritime terminal to the MMT depends on the number of transported containers, that is, the more containers the greater the time (see Table 6 ). Mainline trains often spent more than an hour before being installed on a rail yard track, whereas shuttles took an average of 17 minutes and stay in the rail yard for at most 90 minutes. This spent time is due to the path length traveled and some rail operations, such as coupling, decoupling, and rail switching. Unfortunately, in the provided documents there is only a fixed value for the unloading and loading time of a container from a shuttle and from a stack, that is, 1 minute. Therefore, to introduce randomness and uncertainty in gantry crane behavior, we used the random variables reported in the paper of Cartenì and de Luca. 27 The authors exposed in the paper average times and standard deviations for each elementary handling activity on the basis of a statistical analysis.
Model replications
To calibrate stochastic models, a number of simulation replications for each working day were carried out using the generated dataset and Anylogic (the distribution of containers on freight trains is the same for all models; otherwise, the comparison will not be fair). AnyLogic provides a Parameter Variation Experiment that stops replications after a minimum number of replications, when the confidence level is reached. 42, 43 If the confidence level is not met, the Parameter Variation Experiment ends when the maximum number of replications has been exceeded. For each model, the results of the best replication were captured for model comparison.
The confidence level was fixed at 95%, constructed around the mean of the latest completion time of jobs, and the error percentage was set as 0.5. 44 The minimum and maximum number of replications were set as 10 and 500, respectively (we used a limited version of AnyLogic ''University Researcher Edition''; this version enabled us to use a memory of only 1 GB, meaning that the number of replications cannot surpass 500). Table 7 shows the number of replications for all simulated models.
Simulation results
Figures 13-16 describe the processing of handling operations. In Figure 13 , we illustrate the nature and the number of performed tasks. A direct transfer is a single handling of a container executed to move it from one freight train to another (rail-rail transshipment). Contrariwise, a buffered container was subjected to double handling before being loaded on its target train, that is, rail-buffer transfer then buffer-rail transfer. The total number of tasks performed is the sum of direct transfers added to the buffering operations multiplied by two. Figure 14 details the crane movements carried out during the typical working day in meters. The left-hand bar represents the overall distance traveled to complete the entire workload, which includes empty movements (without containers), loaded movements (with containers), and the return movements to the parking position. The other bar shows the distance traveled to handle import and export containers, respectively. Figure 15 illustrates how the cranes spent their working day in seconds. Service time is the time elapsed from the beginning of handling operations to the end for both cranes and comprises three periods: firstly, the active time, which is the period when the cranes are busy; secondly, idle time, which is the non-working period; and thirdly, the time during which cranes had to wait in order to avoid collisions. In Figure 16 , we plot the cranes' productivity every 15 minutes; that is, we record the total tasks executed every quarter of an hour in order to easily observe the major differences between models. Figures 17 and 18 report the cranes' activity and utilization. In Figure 17 , we summarize the crane utilization ratios. The left-hand bar represents the proportion of time during which cranes were busy but without containers in their carts. The middle bar represents the number of buffered containers divided by the sum of inbound and outbound containers received during the whole day. The right-hand bar displays the ratio of crane movements without containers, including return movements to the parking position. We observe from these figures that all simulation models exhibit a buffering ratio greater than 41%, an empty active time ratio above 50%, and a fairly high empty movement ratio. As mentioned earlier, cranes first seek containers that are destined for the train with the highest processing order. However, these containers are not necessarily close to the cranes and the cranes might move over a long distance (without containers) to pick them up, which is why empty activity and empty move ratios exceeded 50%. Figure 18 highlights the workload sharing among cranes and the existing difference between them. From this figure, we note that in all simulation models crane B performed more tasks than crane A, but with only a slight difference of about 2.06-2.42%, which means that the designed models provide a good workload balance.
In Figures 19-21 , the container dwell times in seconds and freight train service activity are illustrated. Figure 19 shows, on one hand, the average container dwell time inside the MMT and in buffers for both export and import ones and, on the other hand, the average time spent during reception, unloading, loading, and departure operations of mainline trains. Figure 20 indicates the filling rate of each rail shuttle before leaving the MMT. In Figure 21 , we can see that shuttles 1 and 2 stayed in the rail yard for the whole of the allowed period, while others left the terminal before the expiration of the fixed deadline, because they had received all existing export containers intended to be supplied to their MTs, particularly in the case of shuttle 3, which collected only 17 export containers and remained at the rail yard for nearly 45 minutes. 
Comparison and discussion
It is clear from the graphs explained above that our approach are advantageous at all levels. The total number of handling operations, especially the number of buffered containers, was decreased, and the time required to handle a container was reduced (note that the average handling time per container in Leriche et al. 8 is 2.38 min (Day 1); see Table 5 and Figure 13 ), which therefore minimized the latest completion time of jobs, as can be seen from Figure  15 . In this figure, it is also obvious that the waiting time shown by our proposed model is significantly lower, since it does not exceed 2% of the service time, unlike in Leriche et al., 8 where the waiting time represents 7.2%. This finding proved that buffers of exchanges are an efficient solution in terms of reducing situations in which cranes stop working (interferences between cranes and reach stackers that cause additional waiting situations are eliminated).
Furthermore, the crane productivity and efficiency are improved due to the application of better management and handling rules (see Figure 16) . Indeed, as indicated in Figure 16 , during the first half of the day (between 8 and 14 h), the workload is considerable because all mainline trains arrive earlier in that period with their export containers. Cranes subjected to our rules carried these containers much faster, because the majority were either loaded on shuttles or stored in buffers (crane productivity was approximately 102 tasks per hour). However, with the less distance rule model many of these containers were still on their mainline trains (crane productivity was approximately 96 tasks per hour). Consequently, in the second half of the working day (between 14 and 20 h), the crane productivity went down, especially in our simulation model (less than 60 tasks per hour). The reason for this is that more than 63% of the work was already done; that is, the faster a crane worked, the faster it finished its workload.
This better usage of cranes is confirmed by the results in Figures 14, 17 , and 18, particularly with regard to its appreciable impact on distance traveled, crane utilization, and workload balancing. However, the workload balance is fairly similar, because the models share some handling rules (freight trains are parked at the rail yard in such a way as to have nearly the same number of containers in both cranes' areas). Likewise, from Figures 19-21 it can be seen that with this improved usage of cranes, the freight trains' turnaround time is minimized and containers are evacuated more rapidly to their destinations. However, as a result of using the planified mode, only the filling rate of TDF rail shuttles 2 and 5 is different (see Section 3.2). With our model, rail shuttle 2 delivered more containers to TDF in the morning shift and therefore shuttle 5 had fewer containers to transfer during the afternoon shift. This explains why cranes executed more direct transfers and put less containers in buffers (see Figure 13) . Table 8 shows the occurrence probability of all defined cases by time interval. This table illustrates how situations-cases were involved in improving the behavior of cranes and in achieving the best results. The majority of cases were those in which each crane performed jobs in its operating zone, because it chose the nearest jobs so the distance traveled is minimized. However, a crane prefers a distant task in its zone to a closer task situated in the other zone, since a waiting situation may arise. This explains the low probability of cases where cranes need the separator. Cranes move only if the job will be carried out without interruption, that is, without waiting situations between pick-up and drop-off tasks, so pending/skipping cases enabled cranes to postpone unreachable temporary jobs and save time to use it in handling feasible ones. This was helpful particularly when cranes were fairly close and the density of containers in the middle part of rail yard was high (between 12 and 18 h), that is, the most part of containers to be handled is situated near to the center of the rail yard. Moreover, a crane that finished the workload in its zone moves to help the other if it has several remaining jobs to perform (between 18 and 20 h). From Table 8 , pending/skipping cases is a perfect way to share the remaining workload while minimizing waiting situations. In other words, each crane identifies which containers it can take without losing time, and this reduces the total completion time of operations. As regards collaborative jobs, they are only performed if it is necessary to minimize double handling moves of containers (see Situation 5), which is why they have a very low occurrence. Furthermore, collaborative jobs are executed while avoiding additional unproductive times. In our model, waiting situations happen an average of three times per hours, whereas in the other models, the average varies between eight and 10. We can conclude that the agent strategy model gives an optimal situation sequence that minimizes unproductive moves and times of cranes, as well as the average turnaround time of freight trains. Further good effects of our proposed solutions can also be seen in the cost savings and energy consumption; that is, with buffers of exchanges no additional handling vehicles or human resources are required to avoid deadlock situations (see Sections 3.2 and 4). Moreover, the set-up and operational costs of these buffers are negligible since temporary storage spaces have already been made in the rail yard (south and north buffers). Besides, we distinguish only 11% of the existing stacks (each storage space comprises a set of stacks) as buffers of exchanges; given that the filling rate of the south and north buffers never exceeds 40%, these buffers of exchanges have no significant effect on the rail yard storage capacity. In addition, the less distance rule model 8 does not work well if the number of containers increases by more than 6% (20 more containers (344 + 20)), whereas the efficiency of the agent strategy model remains at a constant level up to 13%. Table 9 summarizes the obtained results from all simulation days of each model.
Conclusion and future works
This paper has focused on improving rail-rail transshipment and especially on the minimization of undesirable situations, such as those in which cranes are waiting (unproductive times), to speed up container processing and to enhance crane productivity at the rail yard of the MMT of Le Havre seaport. A detailed description of the problem is provided highlighting the drawbacks of the previous simulation models proposed by Leriche et al. 8 They introduced multiple handling rules that caused poor scheduling of container movements and gave rise to several crane waiting situations, which prolonged the total makespan of freight train processing. To overcome these issues, in this paper we used interacting agents to model cranes and we developed a solving approach to rule their behaviors, which is a novel crane anti-collision strategy that allows cranes to adapt the working area to their needs (handling a container). Most notably, to the best of our knowledge, the present paper is the first study to tackle in depth the discussed problems using MAS (crane interference and the deadlock situation problems). The paper also introduced a new configuration of rail yard buffers that eliminates the additional resources needed in container exchanges between cranes areas. We reported that this configuration has a strong effect on minimizing the occurrence of waiting situations and does not require a high set-up cost. The obtained results reveal the remarkable potential of our proposed solution in terms of improving crane efficiency and minimizing unproductive times and moves as well as in terms of speeding up container processing. From these results, the following conclusion is drawn: the agent-based engineering strategy provides an improved rail yard partition mechanism and better handling rules. Thus, we can say that we meet our outlined objectives.
However, some limitations of this research are worth noting: (1) the developed models do not pay attention to disturbance events, such as mechanical failure of equipment, delays in container delivery, rail tracks being out of service, and so on; (2) fraudulent containers and containers with hazardous materials are not considered in this study; (3) there is poor scheduling of intra-port container-transfer activity, since we ignore the arrival date of import containers at either MTs or the MMT.
The authors' future research will try to address these problems. Anylogic provides several tools that allow easy modeling and simulation of failures and damages. For problem (2), a decision-support system based on fuzzy logic to target fraudulent containers will be proposed. An incompatibilities scheme of chemicals will be designed to segregate hazardous containers in storage blocks. An intelligent system will be developed to rationalize rail shuttle journeys. The aim of this follow-up research is to assess and analyze the impact of risk management on MMT and intra-port container transfer performance.
More investigations should be undertaken to test the functionalities of our approache if the number of considered cranes increases. A real-world application of the agent strategy could be a beneficial and useful experiment. As part of a new project, we will study how the reduction of post-forwarding by using a tele-operating group of wagons can improve the competitiveness of the rail mode.
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Appendix: clarification about the mention constraint In order to respect (13) , this is obligatory:
) and P D h = P f crane h + d, before each crane h move this is obligatory:
So, the motion constraint of cranes is written as follows:
